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1.

University

April,2016-September 2016

What formalities are required/have to be completed? (Before the departure,
Enrollment at HfG, Insurance, necessary Documents etc.)
Your collection of works is necessary.

2. Was it hard to find an accommodation? How did you find your appartment?
(Student residence or private; costs, quality, etc.)
It is not easy,We found the accommodation on the Airbnb.

3. What do you think about the courses offered at HfG and the supervision of
the professors and teachers? Compare it to the course offer and structure
at your university.
Choice of course is very free,This is the biggest difference with the China .Studing to rely on yourself.

4. How did you experience the introductory events/welcome week at the
beginning of your studies?
Look around the city,and have a short trip in Frankfurt.

5. Tell about the amount of time you needed to spend for the courses at HfG
(preparation, projects, etc)?
Two days a week.

6. How was the cooperation with students/teachers from HfG?
It is good,because my english not good ,my teachers are very patient,and explain how to do the work better.
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7. Did you have difficulties by following the lessons, in regards of the
teaching language, knowledge etc.?
Yes,but teacher are very patient,Classmates are very enthusiastic to translate what teacher told.

8. Did you participate in a German language course or in the sports- or
cultural program?
No,I did not.

9. What impression do you have of the studios, workshops and library?
Workshops is a good place to communicate with teachers and classmates,and I can learn more.

10. How and what are the requirements to receive Credit Points for courses at
HfG. How many Credit Points are possible to make in one semester? How much
did you get?
I got 14.

11. Tell about the projects you realized in Offenbach and the learning effect of
your exchange semester in general.
By learning I learned the European poster design style, gradually into to my own design.

12. How does the recognition of Credit Points at your home university work?

13. In the frame of your exchange semester, did you work or did you do an
internship? Tell more about your (working) experience you made besides
your studies.
No,I did not.

14. Did you have the chance to present your projects in the class/in the frame
of an exhibition etc.?
Yse,I did.

15. What did you like/dislike about the city Offenbach am Main (culture, average
cost of living, infrastructure etc.)?
Offenbach is a great place because you can make yourself feel at home anywhere.

16. What makes HfG so special for you?
In this learning atmosphere, we gradually became good at "finding problem andresolving it.

17. Do you have any suggestions for improvement at HfG (i.e. supervision and
organization)?
Everything is ok.

18. Conclusion. What was your worst and best experience?
I think the worst experience is the language,on the other said the best experience is I met the teachers are very
patient,Classmates are very enthusiastic.
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